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Introduction

Chris Arnold and Sarah Yeung

we don’t talk about friends – a hand in the back can go either way: mes amis,  
animosity. this was a good one: a hand on correspondence (code-poet weakness) 
or the red pen: we rope off errant commas, saddle long-haired semicolons 
on our country’s hard white plains. go get it, we says: sacks heavy with chiasmus. 
we strike out this way – the signpost says surreal, or was that a dream? 
and if so, let’s go there, fetch back the scratch of plume on parchment: get crotchety 
at the ends of days, sunlight gone orange in black piano lacquer, hello cat 
on the hammers.

the creature at the desk spits noxious bits 
<< où est le rédacteur en chef de Limina ? >>

they’re around somewhere; a wispy rumour 
yeah, I heard them go that way 

which way?
wafting through stacks of unopened mail

unspooling cults from Shakespearean memory,
a trail of ants, blood-tinged yoghurt 

   
and from there it’s an idée fixe: nine becomes ten. That happens right here: 
room by room filled with envelopes, and we wonder how many we’ll see opened –  
one’s fine, zero even, What Would Satie Do? we ask in hushed tones, mostly flats. 
because where we’re from, the peafowl are louder than anyone else, and there’s 
this one day: les éditeurs outside: New Fortune, beds of Shakespearean greens.
everything from apple to wormwood. bring a friend, they said, and so unspooled 
this issue, unspoiled. till now, at least,  

the call sonorous, travels lightly through wire
behold – the friends have arrived!

halo heads filled with love,
phantasms, and sardonic clapbacks

glistening with queer joy
all the world’s a stage

all the stages are claimed (by birds) 

und jetzt, les éditeurs get ocular, cognition skipping in the long grass – summer 
evenings, for instance. les éditeurs get all they want – surfeit, even – the bird 
that ate the stage that came in the mail that was found in a pond that came down 
in the rain that followed the lightning that frightened the librarian that listened 
to Prince, or Queen, or the Grease in Little Orphan Annie’s hair that fed the ants
that came from 1993. Yes, my children – the fine 
line between cult and Cthulhu.
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the fine line unfolds to circle clouds 
a pale disc rotating as koi fish return 

to apple cider woods 
to downstage left 

to crisp worn pages resting easy 
in the knowledge that to ‘bring a friend’ 

is to no longer be alone

so when the paper folds – again, again – threatens to separate at halves, quarters, 
we get the suspension of final words in koi water: whorled with a turned flank, 
a flash of white and a knowing that someone’s headed home – impossible to follow 
under rocks, under a press of atmosphere. it’s all a bit joy division when you think 
about it: how parallels of sound make mountains – how heavy the stones in position. 
tear us apart. again. there’s where we hope to foreclose: the hand that only knows 
its own skin. the narrator here wonders, is half its own enough? a sprouting 
into voice, a growing into tomorrows – how yesterday-like they look from this side;

that voice which slips through time 
to meet you around the corner 

under a rock or perhaps 
beneath the surface of the lake

sounds yesterday’s gentle promise
to hold a fish in your hand 

to rest your hand on the page 
and dissolve breath into ink

Ѫ

At least – we'll say it one more time – we hope this collection brings us a little closer 
together. It's been, as they say in the classics, the COVID of times, and I suspect that 
neither Chris nor Sarah would have made it this far without their respective cats. We 
owe them a great debt, as we owe our long-suffering authors a great debt. Assembling 
this special issue has been something of a proof-of-concept for the Limina collective, 
and we could not have been graced with a more co-operative group of people. Bring a 
friend, we said (almost on a whim – but I think we both realised in that moment how 
important such a project could be), and now we have eight new relationships that 
Limina hopes to carry into the future. We'd also like to express our deep gratitude to 
our friends of many years now, the Limina collective, for their faith in us.

 The editors are particularly happy with the breadth of form in this special issue: 
it's not every day we see a playscript submission, and we're lucky to be able to include 
one here. We have short fiction, poetry, and the interstices: poetic short fiction. We're 
glad our authors have taken liberties with the theme. Friendship takes many forms 
in this volume – best friends as lovers, animals as comfort, even misplaced yoghurt 
bringing a little extra culture into the day. There are artistic loves in many forms, and 
we were (and remain) deeply touched by the bond between a mother and a son.

 As always, we've included two book reviews for your delectation. Pleasingly, 
friends are implicated in one way or another: master of Australian vernacular, Alan 
Fyfe, reviews Vernacular Visions. Our second review comes from our very good friend 
Sharen Bart, who reviews our very good friend Parisa Shams' critical analysis of the 
work of Judith Butler.
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 Thank you, once again, to our Limina friends; thank you to our authors. And 
'hello' to our cats (as I write, Panther's napping furiously nearby). We hope you enjoy 
the writing here. To re-iterate the last few lines of our exquisite-corpse-introduction, 
all that remains is for us to dissolve into ink. At the time of writing, it's almost the end 
of the year. Get together with friends and family. Celebrate; 2021 has been a tough one.
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Eldritch Academia Vignettes

Prema Arasu
 The University of Western Australia

grants

There are no more numbers left. 

You thought you had a six-month supply left, at least. 

Your supervisor knocks on the door of your office. 

Since when did your supervisor know the location of your office? Since when did your 
office have a door? Since when did you have an office?

I need your chapters by tomorrow, she says.

I’m out of numbers, you say. I need to find more.

Look in the cupboards, she says.

The cupboards are empty. 

You visit the grants office. I ran out of numbers, you explain, and need more to finish 
my research.

The creature at the desk peers down at you through empty lenses. She detaches her 
jaw and words come out: According to the archives you are nearing the end of the 
third year of your doctorate. The numbers allocated to you at your commencement 
should suffice, unless you have been abusing your resources.

You insist you haven’t. You’ve been using as many numbers as your research requires. 
You just need more to finish your work.

They give you a stack of paperwork to fill out. You take it back to your office to fill out. 
This time your office is in the same location as it was when you left it.

Filling out the forms takes a long time. How long? You don’t know, because the clocks 
have all been seized by the Department of Applied Metaphysics. They never seem to 
struggle for funding. They’re favourites of the ARC.

You take the paperwork back to the grants office.

We’re closed on M̶̛̉̕
̉
́
̡̢̨̨̧̛̛̛̛͎̯̗̩͓͙͎̘͍̭͎̩̩͕̬͎͈͙͇̻̝̭͙͍̤̤̻̫̼͙̭̮̮̦̯̹͎̠̜̰͍̼̤̩͕͍̞̥̲̹̲̩̫͖̲̳̰̠͉̺͖͓̖͓̤̩̭͙̙̹̪̥̻̹̹͎̥̼͌͐̔̒͌̄̑̓̽͌̈́̈̐̐͌̂̏̈́́̓̈́̆͛̉͂͂̎̏̍̒̃̃́̆͆̀͒̈̈́̑̀͛̋̅̒̑̂́͑͋͊̈̍̈́͒̐̑͊̿̈́̈́̔̓̾̌̐͒̎̇͗̍́̅͑͒̅̒͂͑͂̑̒̓̒́̐͗̀̈́̈́̓͐̈͘̚̚̕̕͘͝͠͝͝͝͝͠͝͝͠ͅ
̬̙
̰̱̹
̨
͍̪̬̥̱̳̺͈͜
o
̶
͝
̡̡̧̨̧̧̢̡̢̧͇̯͍͚̤̥͇̥̝̩̝͇͇͇͈͖͚̣̦̱̱̠̻̰̥͕̖͍̮̰̗̘͎͈̝̝̖̤̯͕̪̺̝̝͔̞͚̹͓̝̟̩̖̦͖̤̯̘̞̳͇̞͖̫̘̫̥͇̝̜̤̲͓͔̩͚̘̣̘̝̠̺̤̺̩͙̪͈͚̯̖͉̲̣̬͖̹͚̯͔̥̦̯̰͈̪͖͔͔̥̙̥̩͉̝͎̝̫̦̬̭̞͍͓̥͖͚͓̜̟̟͔͉̮͍̰̪̦̬͑́͗͂̇̇̒̋͑͗͗͋͆͆̔̀̾̍̐͋̈́͑̄̆́̈͌̿̊̋̓̈̈́̎̍̌̾͛͐̀͂͒͐̋̌̃̊͑̈́̾̓̃̍̐̐̆̉͑̍̾̐̕̚͘͜͜͝͠ͅͅͅͅͅͅͅ
͙̲̞n
̶͆͌́̀̑̄̚͝
̡̛̛̮̣̜̯̈̓͒͋̌͋͑̀̈́̓͂̏̅̏̂̆͊̅̊͆͋̅̓͋͐̓̊͆̄̔̀̂͒̆̋̀̄̓̄̍͛̔́͊̚̚̚̚̕͠͝͝͝
̙̮̰
̡̨̳̙͔̙̮̲̼̱
d
̶̎̽͑͆̉͘
̢̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̧̨̡̧̢̨̨̰̤̖̟̬͔̖͔̳͚̮̯̜͔̭̮͖͈̜̜͇̦͉̼̝̖͖̬̜̫̠͕̯̯͍̩̺̻͈̰̺̤͚̘̠̟͇̟̞̜̤̙̳̮͙͙͔͙̟͎̻͔̞̻̯͖͍̘̝̫͓̘͎̫̟̟͚̼̝͕̰̟͈͎̫̼̝͇̞͓͙̥̝̞̗͔͚͓͙͈̬̯̪͚̗̺̰͖͓̲̠̫̻͜ͅͅ
a
̵̛̛͐̅̉̉̌̅͒͆̀̇̏̉́͂͒̈́͋̔͛́̄̇͂͋͆̔͋͑̀̿̄̈́̌̓̅̃́͋̾̄̉̏̀͑͊̂̈̅̐͐̃̓̓͗̎͑̉̽̀̀̏́̃̈́́̒́̆́̏̈̍̌̋͋͒̂͒͋̂́̍́̓̊́̈́͘̚͘͠͝͝͝͝͝͝
̉̄̈́̍́̀
̬̾̒
̭̱y
̵̛͌͌̿̽̊̈́
̡̡̨̡̡̡̧̢̛̛̯̦̳̞̬̠̬͎̯̮̗͓͈̟̝̞͔̪̗͔͈͈̪̖͖̮͙̘̓̊̓̆́́͆̎̆̂̓̐̇̆̓͂̿́́̽͒̐́̍̿̊͋̉̆̂̃̒̅͛̔͊̉̊̐̈́̀̋͂͗̈̊́͂́̔͂̽͐͊̅́̊̔͗̑̈́̅͗̈́̏̃̓̈́̒͊͐̀̑̂̽̈́̄́́̃̏̄̾̓͂͛̈̇́͒́͌̃́͋͒̓́̏̅̆̌̔̾̋̑̅̄̉͆̂̈̏̋̄̑͑̉̄͐̎̓̃̓̃̑̅̃̐̑̓̓̀̓͂̒̾͗̐̕̚̕͘̚͜͝͝͠͠͝͠͠͝͝͝͝
̝͇̱
̘̲̠̺̫͕͎̼̭ͅ
̦̪͖̤̤ͅs̶̨̨̡̡̢̧̢̧̨̡̡̛̗̠̠̻̞̩̥̭͇̲̮̜̱̻̼̭͉̭͖̳͎̮̳̻̘̖͉̥͍̺͎̪̭̬͈̯̫̝͕̦̞̠͔̪͓̪̹͖̰͍͙̖̭̪̠͙̭̯͈̲͔͔̜̙̪͍͉̥̮̠̮̣̱̘̩͈̮̭̮̱̞̭̬̘̩̹̦̗̣̰͕̬̟̖̲͇̰̜̘̟̲͖̺͍̠̩̪̫̣͖̞͔̥̜̣͙͖̮̪͎̮͖͕̠͎̜͓̫͙͙͈̫͉̪͇̬̘̽́͑̂͐̆̉͌̎̄̊̊̉̓͒̔̒̑̽́͂̈́̋̓́̅̈́͛͐̂̑͛̔̈́͒̊͋̌̾͑̀̓̃̍́̀̿͂͛̈́̍̃̌̔͌͗̎̂̓̈́͊̈́̾̑̚̚͜͜͜͜͜͝
̖

̧̳̙͜

̡̼̰̗̺̞͜

̬, 

says the creature. Come back tomorrow.

You come back tomorrow. The creature tells you the documents must be submitted to 
an office off-campus.
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decimal

You’ve never been in this part of the library before.

In your hand is a torn piece of recycled paper bearing the scribbled numbers 828.309. 
The books around you say 827, but the books are all on teeth. 

You should be close. 

827.454. 827.989. 828…

You turn a corner, and then another, and now the books are in the 900s. 

They’re all about teeth. 

You glance back at the piece of paper. It remains clutched in a hand, and that hand is 
attached to the end of your arm. You turn corners for an indiscernible length of time. 

The library has no clocks. No windows.

Like a casino.

Something slithers between bookshelves. 

A rustle of paper. 

A librarian?

Excuse me, you say. 

Someone shushes you from behind a shelf.

The librarian rises up on his haunches, tasting the air. You explain your dilemma. You 
need help finding a book. It contains a reference. The article you are writing depends 
on citing this reference correctly. 

The librarian stretches a limb past you, grazing your shoulder, then withdraws, 
holding your book.
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yoghurt

Your bacterial cultures are in the lab fridge.

You forget about them, until one day you get hungry. You find them next to the yoghurt. 

And in the yoghurt, and around it.

The yoghurt tastes good. Acidic, but also sweet.

You return to your work. In front of you is a spreadsheet. You copy one column of 
numbers into the next column, and watch the figures change with a ripple of pleasure. 
You increase some of the numbers to see what happens.

You’re still hungry. 

There’s a bottle of agar on the shelf, and it looks appealing. You reach for it, limbs 
extending across the room, remove the cap, and drink it down.

You move more numbers around columns. You’re hungry again, but there is no more 
agar. 

You find the lab tech in the reactor. She’s wiping something black off the walls.

I put a big order in last week, she says, but it was delivered to the haematology lab.

Everyone who works in the haem lab is very pale, tall, and good-looking. They welcome 
you in with pointed smiles. 

You head to the fridge. It’s full of blood bags, immaculately lined up and labelled. You 
reach for the closest, tear it open with your teeth and gulp down mouthfuls. You feel 
the erythrocytes slide down your throat. You feel their cell walls lose integrity and lyse 
in your stomach. You feel the amino acids enter your own bloodstream, you feel your 
own erythrocytes absorb them into their own bodies. You wipe the sweat from your 
brow and it’s frothy white.
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The Salvation Collective

Taylor Mitchell
The University of Melbourne

I’m waiting on my front step, refreshing my email. It would be nice to know what I’ll 
be doing next month. 

 A flash of lightning backlights the city skyline, and I decide an odd number of 
flashes means that work will renew my contract, while even means they won’t. After 
seven, I clamp my eyes shut and force myself to lose count. When I open them, Lucas 
is pulling up. 

 He doesn’t apologise for being late. Instead, he points to the sky and says, ‘it’s 
a pretty ominous backdrop considering we’re going to stay with a cult.’

 ‘They’re not a cult.’ I roll my eyes. 

 ‘They’re called The Salvation Collective. You of all people should recognise 
believers.’

 We drive west, away from the storm. Lucas pulls a mini tub of yoghurt from his 
bag, tilts his head back, and pours it into his mouth. He licks the lid with exaggerated 
glee and stuffs the empty plastic tub into the paper bag that I use as a bin. There are 
already two tubs in there from driving him to work last week. I purse my lips but say 
nothing.  

 Our phones vibrate – bushfire warnings.

 ‘You know what’s dark?’ Lucas says, ‘we’re on our way to try to land a deal for 
a major developer while...’ He trails off.  

 ‘While somewhere nearby the bush is burning.’ As I finish the sentence, my 
mind conjures up intrusive images of charred bones and grey dirt and my chest starts 
to itch. 

 When I believed in God, it had been easy to label my guilt. Now it’s dispersed 
across imagined landscapes, text message warnings, and a vague sense of responsibility 
to upcycle Lucas’ yoghurt tubs. Not to mention the partnerships brief Lucas has just 
opened with our company’s tagline on the front: Creating a new, aspirational identity 
for living well in the Anthropocene, which we both know actually means ‘helping 
corporations craft a more sustainable image while continuing to increase profits.’

 A glitching sound fills the car. Lucas is hooking up his phone to the Bluetooth 
speakers. He’s watching a video of The Salvation Collective’s founder and I recognise 
her out of the corner of my eye. She was a few years older than me at art school – her 
graduate show had been a video installation of inverted pentagrams. I had been 19 at 
the time and newly, cautiously, agnostic. I remember leaving the media room with 
a feeling that something terrible would happen to me, with a purple rash spreading 
across my chest. I had pulled on a hoodie in the summer heat. I told myself later it was 
worth it for the exposure therapy.
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The founder’s voice fills my car a decade later. She doesn’t seem like someone fascinated 
with the occult. Instead, she reminds me of the narrators from my meditation app. I 
want to listen to her forever. 

 ‘We’re a community of artists that facilitate, well, it’s pretty much planetary 
mutual aid,’ she purrs. ‘Our carbon debts are all we leave behind. We owe it to 
ourselves and our terrestrial community to balance the scales through carbon offset. 
The Salvation Collective is a solution to the ecological emergency backed by science 
and fused,’ the founder pauses, staring into the camera, ‘with the sense of community 
we’re all looking for.’ 

 ‘That’s the kind of person who would make an installation piece putting “the 
divine feminine essence” in a jar or something, and sell it for $10,000,’ Lucas says. I 
laugh, somewhat relieved, as he pulls me back to the present. 

 Dusk is setting when we arrive at the collective’s headquarters, emerging into 
a large clearing where dozens of tents and vans sit sprawled in front of a mid-century 
farmhouse. The collective is only a year old, but it already has nearly 5,000 members. 80 
of those members live full time on the property. We drive past a gathering of members 
clustered around a campfire, laughing. Their faces blend into each other, distorted by 
the flames. 

 The founder is waiting for us in a beige linen tunic, her dark hair loose over her 
shoulders. She hugs me; I breathe in deep and hope she doesn’t notice. 

 She leads us on a tour of the grounds under a gumtree canopy draped in fairy 
lights. 

 ‘Members must commit to settling their own climate debts, but most will also 
commit to paying others’ debts, by bringing friends into the community to share the 
load,’ the founder tells us. ‘Those new members then do the same. The response has 
been magical. As artists, I think we’re just naturally innovative. It’s this entrepreneurial 
essence that will save us all.’ 

 Lucas coughs, trying to catch my eye. I avoid him.

 ‘By recruiting new members to help pay the debts, you earn a commission,’ 
the founder tells us. ‘Once members reach salvation status – sorry,’ she has put her 
hand lightly on my arm and looks genuinely disappointed in herself, ‘we’re taking 
“status” out of our community narrative. Once members reach salvation, they find they 
can fully dedicate themselves to creative projects and start-ups that are good for the 
planet.’

 I watch two linen-clad members roll a log into a fire. Their shoulders are pulled 
back; their movements are slow and deliberate. It reminds me of the confidence I had 
as a teenager when I’d known the recipe to being a good person. I just had to go to Mass, 
pray, and not fuck anyone.

 ‘It’s a natural step,’ continues the founder, ‘for people on this journey to want 
to cohabitate somewhere in nature. That’s why we’re interested in expanding.’

 ‘And our client would like nothing more than to build tiny houses for your 
members across Australia,’ Lucas says. ‘Let’s bring local to the global!’ I know that last 
bit is a joke because it’s the title of a campaign we worked on, for a client we both hate. 

 The founder beams.  

 She leaves us in a modest room with twin beds topped with beige linen. Lucas 
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starts rolling a cigarette. 

 ‘So what do you reckon, are they too much of a cult?’ he asks. ‘Does it pass 
as a multi-level-marketing scheme? We’d have to see if the carbon offset is at least 
legitimate, I guess, before the client signs on.’

 Our phones vibrate again – more bushfire warnings.

 ‘Don’t you think,’ I hesitate, ‘that the members seem happy? Maybe because 
they feel like they’re contributing tangibly to action on climate change? And, I don’t 
know, isn’t that a good thing?’ 

 Lucas shoots me an unbelieving look before a wry comprehension suddenly 
takes over. ‘I understand why this is so attractive for you. They’ve pretty much 
quantified morality.’

 ‘Wouldn’t you, for once, like to be part of something? Rather than just a critical 
hypocrite?’ I can feel a rash spreading like wildfire across my chest. 

 ‘Babe, this isn’t a second chance at getting into heaven.’ 

 ‘Fuck you, Lucas.’ I go downstairs without him.

Ѫ

After dinner with the founder, which I spend drinking a bottle of natural wine and 
ignoring Lucas, we’re taken to the clearing to celebrate members who have reached 
salvation. I already feel dizzy from the wine and the heat when the founder hands me 
a mug of pure cacao. It’s tradition, she says. 

 One of the members who just reached salvation starts telling me about the 
ethical fashion label she’ll start up now she’s spending less time recruiting. She’s going 
to call it Future Vintage and only design styles that will ‘stand the test of time’. I wonder 
what it means to stand the test of time and realise that the moon has moved and hours 
must have passed here in the clearing. 

 I feel like I’m moving as part of a larger body – like the collective is breathing 
together. The founder is stroking my arm. I’m almost asleep.

 Then, I’m sitting alone watching the sky, and Lucas joins me. 

 ‘I never thought I’d be the drunkest person at a cacao ceremony,’ he laughs 
awkwardly. ‘Or a person at a cacao ceremony. Do you feel strange too? What else did 
they put in this?’

 I ignore him, watching the skies. The storm has followed us here, and a flash of 
lightning reminds me of my contract. I don’t count the flashes. 

 ‘Ugh, don’t be mad,’ says Lucas, ‘you’ve come a long way since leaving the 
church, and I just don’t want you slipping back into some eco version of it.’

 Our phones vibrate. Prepare to evacuate. 

 Lucas reads the text too, swearing as he springs up. ‘Shit. We’re too drunk to 
drive,’ he sways on his feet slightly, ‘but, uh, maybe we can order an Uber to at least 
make it to an evacuation site? Hello?’

 I stand up, keeping my shoulders pulled back, and my movements are slow 
and deliberate as I hug Lucas goodbye.

  It’s nice to know what I’ll be doing next month.
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Erik Satie Didn’t (Open His Mail)

Alicia Sometimes

Satie owned two grand pianos—positioned 
them on top of each other in his modest flat
no-one ever entered. The highest for parcels
the lowest for melody
sounds that were designed 
to be heard but not listened to

Satie carried a hammer wherever he travelled
Shoved all his unopened letters (A-B-A-B-C-B)
in his top piano. Darius Milhaud’s mother
sent Satie post he promptly filed— 
(containing only chestnut fondants)—
He knew about the sweets, because 
he asked what was in the envelope 
not because he got to see them

Satie loved Gothic architecture, umbrellas 
newspapers, film score, chordal changes 
minimalism, prepared piano and not
writing back to people. When he died
his friends had all their letters returned
unread. He had replied to them at the time:
educated guesses/one way conversations?

Satie at his piano composing—his ingenuity 
melting every note and we imagine him 
lifting the unopened letters to his forehead
meditating just for a second and sighing:

these correspondences fuel for innovation
Satie called himself a phonometrographer 

His artistry, like the mail 
growing larger each day 
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My Obsession with Bela Greensmith

Colin James  

'Chiasmus: Parallel phrases 
that remove the order 
to which they correspond' 
The first will be the last. 
The last will be the first 
because I said so. 
So I said, because 
ordering a meal like this 
can get a bit, you know. 
Too much time between courses. 
I've drunken you in yet again. 
My darling drachm, my wee dram.
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Hello Cat

Miriam Fisher

 

I first heard Hello Cat the night I arrived at the cottage. It had been a long and tiresome 
trip; I fell into bed as soon as the linen was laid. The early summer heat had accumulated 
in the loft, so I kept the sloped window above my bed ajar. The light breeze brought 
the smells and sounds of the forest with it and I thirstily drank them in, intoxicated by 
their promises.

 The soft mewling began just as sleep started to close in around my ears, and 
was swiftly snuffed out in the darkness and disorder of dreams. When I was awakened 
early by the alien cacophony of sounds – tapping woodpeckers and the rush of the 
stream running alongside the cottage – the curious mewling was all but forgotten.

The second night I heard her lucidly. Her voice, oddly amplified, echoed as though 
she were boxed into the eaves that ran alongside the cottage. It called suddenly and 
startled me with its impossible closeness. I leapt to my feet; scanning the room until I 
discovered a wall between my strange squatter and me. 

 I called back. 

 ‘Hello?!’

 She replied in form, this time without the questioning inflection at the end.

 We exchanged pleasantries until I fell asleep, a smile touching my lips. 

 The next night was the same. And the night after that. Hello Cat would visit 
every evening with impeccable consistency.

 ‘Hello, hello, hello…Herrooowww, herrooowww, herrooowww.’ 

 The same mournful call punctuated by pregnant pauses.

 I would ask how her day had been. Sometimes we would discuss the beauty 
and the beasts of the forest, but other days she would fall silent and I could feel her 
uncertainty. I wondered how my tone had been received, softening it to appeal to her 
feline sensibilities.

 I was never sure whether she spent the nights sleeping rough in the cavity 
under the wooden eaves or just waiting until the deepest part of night to creep off, 
soundlessly, into the forest to stalk her prey. 

No one in the countryside spoke English. Not even me, except for my exchanges with 
Hello Cat. We were comrades in language and the night.

 I didn’t need to see her to know what she looked like. Her husky voice rose 
from soft pudge cloaked in silky white fur, flecked with errant black hairs. Her features 
were rounded; no sharp edges save for her short, pointed ears tufted with black, her 
spray of white whiskers. Her thick-skulled head as wide as it was tall, too small for 
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her plump body. Her features were held within an ovoid of pitch-black fur, centring 
a shining dark Roman nose, the almost imperceptible line of her mouth below. Her 
luminescent blue eyes large and wide-set, pupils thin vertical slits that flickered as she 
blinked. 

 She had luxurious white paws with soft pink pads and razor-sharp claws that 
mostly stayed retracted, deep within her fur. She must have used them for climbing, 
to hook into the grain of the cottage’s wooden walls in her ungainly scrabble against 
gravity, to hoist her bulk into the small gap under the eaves. There, she would pant in 
the cool darkness until the frenzied galloping of her heart slowed. 

 Her tail floated around her body like the plume of smoke from an extinguished 
candlewick. 

 In the daytime, I would search for Hello Cat. I would wander about the garden 
and into the forest, calling for her in our language. She never answered. 

 Sometimes I thought I saw the flick of her tail disappearing around the side of 
the house, or behind a tree, or underneath the wood stack. 

I allowed myself time, in the first few months after my arrival, to acclimatise to the 
tangled quiet of the landscape. Aside from horses and carts clopping by, creaking 
under the weight of fresh-cut timber, the only other traffic was a sporadic village bus 
or the occasional wanderer. 

 I rambled in the forest among the spruce and stone pine, the hemlock and red 
oak that dropped ticks into my hair. I picked wild berries, nuts, and mushrooms to eat 
as I lay on the verandah, listening to the distant squeals of swine being slaughtered for 
sausage, and unscrewing arachnids from my skin while I built my world in the clouds 
that passed. 

 In autumn, the trees outside my window were aflame. Fiery reds, deep 
magentas, golden browns, burnt ambers, royal yellows. A dream coat of leaves 
wrapped around the hills and valleys from which gentle zephyrs carried the scent of 
apples and cinnamon. 

As the temperature dropped and the communist-grey skies deepened, so too did the 
colour of the leaves that shivered against them. I wondered how Hello Cat would fare 
on the nights strong winds raced through the eaves, rattling and lifting the edges of 
the wooden planks around her. 

 As the months passed, my replies became more cat-like. More maudlin. Until 
they mimicked her sad call. 

 ‘Herrooowww?’

 I began leaving a saucer of milk and a thick wedge of bread out every morning. 
But each evening, the sodden loaf would sit untouched on the porch, a thickened 
milky soup dotted with drowned black bugs. It would be gone by morning, taken by 
the forest creatures that visited in the night. 

 I began growing tired of humoring the elusive cat.

 I tried to catch her. The moment her siren call wound up, I rushed outside to 
climb the old ladder I kept propped against the eaves, a metal torch clamped between 
my teeth. The light settled on the cobwebs in the foreground but the gloom of the 
cavity behind it remained empty. 
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 Not even the prospect of a tiny trapped field mouse would flush her out. I freed 
the broken-tailed creature to the forest to be among the wolves that bayed at night and 
the wild boar that rooted through leaves for fallen apples. The rodent returned the 
next day, only this time her mistake was fatal; the trap spilling her steamy innards over 
that bent tail and leaving an oily stain in the porous terracotta tiling. 

 I wondered how we were allies at all.

When winter came, I learned about the differences in snow. The first flakes that fell; 
perfect, pearlescent sequins that danced lightly to their deaths, entombed in the 
sheet ice that layered the windows and streams. And the feathery white clumps that 
dropped straight down, landing like a whisper. And the wizened, heavy-falling mush 
that collected grit from the air on its way down.

 From above, the house was two-dimensional, white and flat, with just a single 
column of black smoke rising from the chimney. 

 It was those all-white days that scattered my resolve, punctuated by a steady 
metronome of hope, possibility, exasperation, and despair; gently, but malignantly, 
ticking the time away before I could grasp it. One moment it was there, the next gone. 
My weeks were absorbed in the relentlessness of that ticking. I leaned into it until my 
forehead rested among the pixels flickering on the monitor, as if it were a porthole 
pulling me in or, perhaps, just a sliver of black mirror masquerading as one. 

Winter plunged its claws deep into the earth and stunned it solid. I could no longer 
sleep nor think while awake. Her voice followed me into the daylight hours. It rang 
viscerally, like the grandfather clock at my grandparents’ place when I was a child. I 
would lie frozen in that house. So silent, but for the undying pendulum swinging in 
that clock’s belly like a hideous prolapse. Its hourly chimes reverberated into the night 
as my family slept like corpses. 

 The corners of my room stretched and contracted as the darkness breathed. I 
was never sure whether I was awake or asleep.

 Night and day I spent fatigued, staring at the whited-out window, listening 
for Hello Cat’s call and imagining her sitting in that cavity among the spiders and the 
icicles and the gloom. I sat with my ear to the wall, wondering what she was thinking. 

 In the evenings, I lay in the small bath, shivering against the chill that rose 
through the floorboards and pressed itself against the poorly insulated walls. Just the 
centre of my face showing above the water, while underneath I scratched at jagged 
mouthparts left behind in my skin from the broken jaws of ticks. 

 Outside, the bare limbs of frozen trees reached their dark fingers towards the 
windows. 

Keeping the drafty cottage warm in winter was an ongoing battle. I left taps running 
so the pipes wouldn’t freeze and set an alarm clock to wake me during the night to put 
more logs in the fireplace. 

 One night I arrived home late after becoming lost in the forest. Swollen cans 
had burst in the pantry. A lumpen sack of potatoes stood like rocks. Drops of water 
paused at the faucets. The floors, walls, and wooden ornaments muted with cold. My 
breath was the only movement in the petrified house, my hair an icy snake latched 
around my neck. I took my hand from its glove and thrust it into the ash, but there 
was nothing left besides pale, silken layers of cremated wood. The fire had been out for 
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hours. I shivered by the short-circuiting electric heater, sparking matches with shaking 
hands and blowing ash where embers should be. 

 Upstairs it began. Slow. Steady. Muffled by the skin of snow enveloping the 
house. 

 The axe I kept by the fireplace was frozen into its chopping block but three 
wrenches pulled it free. Her calls quickened with each double step, up into the loft, the 
walls rattling around us. My study was as I had left it, a tabula rasa suspended in time. 

 ‘Herrooowww!’

 Behind the desk.

 I flung it aside and swung, the impact against the shuddering wall sent pain 
ricocheting into my back.

 ‘Herrooowww!’

 I swung again, and again, and it loosened. I pushed the blade into the gap 
and levered the board loose until the axe slipped, skinning my knuckles as they lost 
purchase and drove splinters deep into the quick behind my ragged fingernails.

 I roared into the silence, howling on the floor as white-hot agony pulsed 
through me. 

 ‘Herrooowww!’

 She was right there. 

 I tore at the board and was thrown backwards as it came free in my bleeding 
fingers. 

 Inside was a collection of dust, cobwebs, and icy dark. A dense labyrinth of 
emptiness.  

 I cried tearlessly until the wood around me was filmed in salt. Dragging a thick 
blanket around my neck, I fell into monochrome dreams. 

The screech of thick ice sliding from the tin roof woke me, the cottage shaking on its 
foundations as it thudded to the ground. I lay still as sobriety replaced sleep. Blue had 
returned to the window above my bed. 

 My thawing fingers creaked as they pushed words onto the page. The black 
mirror stayed open as long as I didn’t pause. Its leonine eye regarded my face patiently, 
scanning the steadiness of my eyes and the sharpness of my cheekbones and the 
gradient of darkness underneath them. 

 Staying silent while I wrote.
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Shakespeare and Me

Encounters with Shakespeare 
Jude Brigley

Encounter 1: ‘passions are made of nothing but the finest part of pure love’ 

At the back of my mother’s cupboard, I found Shakespeare’s Country. My grandmother 
bought it for me when I was 13 years old and slipped it in my Christmas stocking. I read it 
voraciously, as the places were as exotic to me then as foreign destinations. Re-looking 
through the photographs, I realised that I knew these places and had photographed 
them myself. I spent much of my early career in the so-called Shakespeare country. At 
13, I loved the descriptions of Stratford-upon-Avon. A year later, my school took the 
class to the Memorial Theatre, but I already knew the layout of the streets. You see, 
from the ages of 9-14, Shakespeare was my favourite author. My long-suffering family 
knew this. My mother bought me a copy of Shakespeare’s Collected Plays, a large, dense 
volume, for my 12th birthday. I was very proud of it and took it with me to university, 
only for it to fall apart 40 years later.

     The Shakespeare affair started slowly enough. From the time I was eight, my 
mother, who had learnt passages by heart at school, would recite Shakespeare as she 
brushed my hair. 'By heart' is such a lovely phrase because words we learn become 
part of us and stay in the heart, in the places too deep for tears. My mother’s favourites 
were Portia’s ‘Quality of Mercy’ and Mark Antony’s ‘Friends, Romans’.  I learnt both 
speeches. I did not understand but I had a feeling in the pit of my stomach from the 
incantations. Perhaps it was a mistake to quote the words to other children, but they 
worked like a charm to ward off any bullies, for who would mess with a disconcerting 
child? Poets and children have such teeming brains.  At Junior School, when work was 
finished, we were allowed to choose a book from the big cupboard. One day, I noticed 
an old book, falling apart. I opened it and saw my mother’s name inside. It was as if 
we were linked through time. I sat down and read Macbeth. Many of the speeches were 
short and direct. Now, I said ‘out, out brief candle‘ and ‘lead on McDuff‘ in the school 
yard.

 The first time I was taken to Stratford on a school trip, it was by my forward-
thinking English teacher, Gloria Richards. I rushed my friends around streets I had 
only read about and insisted on buying a chalk bust of Shakespeare. At the theatre, we 
saw David Warner play Hamlet and Glenda Jackson as Ophelia. At the time, I did not 
realise how interesting Jackson’s take on the character was, but I have often pondered 
about her spirited Ophelia. I studied most of Shakespeare’s plays at college and I taught 
many of them repeatedly, always finding something new and interesting in the texts. 
Reading the Batsford Guide reminded me of that first careless rapture in discovering 
the Bard. He glistens in my imagination, his words still golden. I had forgotten the 
depth of our relationship until re-imagining those heady salad days. When I turned 15 
(although Shakespeare would always be in my heart), I had a new love. It was Keats 
who adorned my bedroom wall and his melancholic rhapsodies were the music of my 
adolescence. Finding the old guidebook that my grandmother so lovingly chose for me 
introduced me to that old self, chanting iambic pentameter around the streets of my 
little town. Tomorrow, I am going to read a Shakespeare play and I don’t care which 
one. All I want is to be transported to some magical island or Arcadia or Arden. 
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Encounter 2: The night has been unruly

It is said that Shakespeare’s audiences, the groundlings, were an unruly lot. So, 
maybe Shakespeare would not have been surprised by some of the productions I have 
witnessed. When amateurs take on Shakespeare, you can expect some disasters. I am 
not forgetting my school production of Twelfth Night, when, as Maria, I looked out 
stage right and uttered the line, ‘Here comes Sir Toby Belch, now‘. I waited, but Sir 
Toby entered stage left behind me. It was a comedy, and we made a joke of it. Later, in 
a college production of King Lear, Lear, propped up on a sun-lounger, is reunited with 
his youngest daughter. At that moment, the contraption snapped to lying position. 
Not so funny and yet very funny. After that, his lines were addressed to the fly tower. 
I think it was the same production where clouds were projected on a diorama as 
a background to the heath scenes: the machine was out of control, and the clouds 
scudded by at a rate that would break the land speed record. 

 Actors must dread school audiences, who often do not suffer lulls in action 
easily. In the dark of a theatre, it can be hard for teachers to know who to control. I 
have seen whole classes marched out in the middle of a scene. They were not marched 
out of the production of The Merchant of Venice, which I witnessed as a schoolgirl. Every 
time a suitor had a box to choose, schoolboy wags would shout out, ‘Take the money’ 
or ‘Box 13’ in mockery of a gameshow of the 1960s. 

 Poor Laurence Harvey was once heckled by school pupils in a London 
production of The Winter’s Tale. They thought he was being ‘too hammy’ and booed. 
No doubt Shakespeare’s audience would have been much tougher, more willing to 
heckle than any school class. Nobody boos or messes about when truly engaged, when 
the words move them to tears or laughter. So it is with all audiences composed of 
whining schoolboys, creeping at a snail’s pace to the theatre. 

Encounter 3: ‘When madmen lead the blind.‘

It was in the 1970s – I was still in my 20s – that I attended a lecture at the small library 
at Lydney on the Severn. I was the youngest person there, having travelled on my 
moped from Gloucester to the estuary village. The audience was made up of matronly 
women who had dressed up for the occasion in hats and gloves, as if on a sabbath 
outing. They had come to see the Shakespearian scholar G. Wilson Knight. The talk 
was on King Lear and all the flowers mentioned in the text, before biscuits and a cup 
of tea, all included in the ticket price. After the break, the crowd anticipated a reading 
of ‘The Heath’ but no one realised what would happen next. No one expected the 
81-year-old, shirtless and crowned with flowers, calling on hurricanoes, thunder, or 
fire. Two ladies with horn-rimmed spectacles and floral hats left in a flurry. Those who 
stayed saw the storm approach. The light through Lydney library’s glass windows 
seemed to darken, as if the Severn bore had tsunamied up the river in memory of 
1607. Ingrateful man was summoned up by powerful words and the ladies’ white and 
nyloned hands gripped their handbags tighter. 

Epilogue: ‘you have but slumbered here‘

Through my teaching years, I read and taught the required Shakespeare plays with 
enthusiasm, and, as students have assured me, with the inspiration he had always 
afforded me. Shakespeare had something to say on most subjects, and although I 
neglected him and followed other loves, he did not hold it against me. 
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 In the quiet of the nights when I stood vigil over my dying mother, her in the 
limbo of a journey to an undiscovered country, lines of Shakespeare came back to 
me: of banks where the wild thyme grows, of qualities of mercy, of honourable men. 
I recited them aloud to my mother, who first got me interested in Shakespeare as she 
brushed my hair. It comforted me and I like to think that it comforted her – to hear a 
voice repeat the steady iambic rhythms as she slept.
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Koi

Kerry Greer
Deakin University, Vermont College of Fine Arts

All the ocean in an eye
In water a silvered flash,
Its gaze a flat, pale disc,
    A gift, to hold this fish,
A koi he coloured for me,
Gold and sugared pink,
       This boy, this vast sliver,
       Of me. Carrying the sea.
Frilled fin like lace fronds,
Its eye a moon under moon
    An eye, blank and still
As fish on land. Within my hand
A drawing, but in the eye
Water, and all the ocean.
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You’re My Best Friend

Kerry Greer
Deakin University, Vermont College of Fine Arts

I turn on 'You’re My Best Friend' by Queen as I eat dinner, and he sits beside me on 
the floor constructing a wonderland for miniature cars, each with their own distinct 
character, which he voices in low tones. I say to him, 'This is for you.'

 Do you sit beside him on the floor as he waits for me? All the hours he would 
be left waiting, alone, but for his spectacular imagination, did anybody think to tally 
those up before they pulled your card? There must be enough of those hours now to 
get him free entry into Heaven (whatever shape that takes). A sort of grace for all the 
fatherless children, a back-handed clemency. 

 Once he said to me, 'I don’t have a dad.' It was a child’s statement of fact as 
observed, not intended to bring me to my knees. Kids in his preschool class were 
making Father’s Day cards to present to their fathers who would stand in the classroom 
at morning tea. What he meant with those words was: 'I don’t have a dad to stand in 
the classroom and share morning tea with me.' 

 Now I tell him all the time, as one might recite a prayer, 'You have a father, 
he’s just not here in his body.' It sounds like you’ve been injured and must be kept at 
a distance to coalesce. He teasingly calls me 'Mommy-Daddy,' and we make-believe 
that I have a split personality, veering from the booming tones of a father to the mock-
pandering tones of a mother. Except that’s not make-believe. I must be both. I can’t be 
both. I am both. 

 I want him to know you loved him, you wanted him. This distinction must be 
knit within his soul so deeply he can’t doubt the worth of his own being, the heavy 
weight of fabric without price. There are worse things that haunt those with absent 
fathers than waiting on a mother doing everything at once all the time every day 
ever including voicing characters for miniature cars while making school lunches in 
between cooking pasta pushed aside to fold laundry on the countertop and heaven 
forbid she should stop to eat her own food or even for a goddamn second breathe.

 I turn on 'You’re My Best Friend' by Queen as I eat dinner, and he sits beside 
me on the floor constructing a wonderland for miniature cars, each with their own 
distinct character, which he voices in low tones. I say to him, 'This is for you.' He is 
quiet, briefly. 

 Did you know you were my best friend too? Some nights (all the nights, always) 
I’d really like to talk to you. We used to tell each other everything. Except for that one 
last thing you (haphazardly) planned to do. You never mentioned that. 

 When he’s peaceful, in some place of childlike wonder that is at once miraculous 
and fundamentally quotidian (like right now), I can see you sitting next to him on the 
floor. I don’t think he knows you’re there, but you are both my best friends. You would 
have been best friends, you and him, if you’d had a few extra years. 

 I turn on 'You’re My Best Friend' by Queen as I eat dinner, and he sits beside 
me on the floor constructing a wonderland for miniature cars, each with their own 
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distinct character, which he voices in low tones. I say to him, 'This is for you.' He is 
quiet, briefly, looking away. He doesn’t see that I cry for my other best friend. You’re 
with him there, in his imagination, in all the miraculous things he does as if they’re 
commonplace, natural, just the way he was made, the best parts of you, of me, of 
words we never got to speak into being. 

 In the beginning, was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 
I think of that line a lot in relation to him. Through him, we’re both redeemed, and yes 
he’s holy to me, and he’s also a normal kid who can push every short-fused button 
tucked away inside my wiring. And I wanted to be full of grace, to be calm under 
pressure like wax refusing to melt before a flame. But he taught me grace has nothing 
to do with how you move, with how you look as you come undone. He can be words 
that bring life like light into sunless spaces. He can be the last candle in a world of 
dark, after I said the light hurt my eyes and must be blacked out. He causes me to 
crumble, brings me to my knees, and he is the only one who can pull me up, though 
(apparently) he is smaller than me, for now. I know I’ll never be lonely, he’s my only one. 
Just like you were. Just like you are still. 

 In the end too, the Word is there, both with god and the embodiment of god. 
He can be a man, a small boy, a best friend, because all he is – and he is all to me – is 
love. The sun and the wax. The heat and the melting. The feathers aflame with light, 
and (most of all) the flight, the soaring in the darkness.
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Omniscience

Kerry Greer
Deakin University, Vermont College of Fine Arts

I want to tell the ants: there’s nothing here
For you guys. I make myself unavailable to
Their burgeoning colony of needs, a flat land
Devoid of saccharine, inhospitable as drought 
Or ice-cold draughts of Clorox.

You can pass through, soldier, that’s alright.
But we’re in ketosis round here. You’d best
Shoot on through if you know what’s good
For you. I find a few stragglers, hopeless
In a silo of stevia, lucky not to have been 
Suffocated by this lie: all that’s sweet
Is not sugar, is not substance.

The scouts sent to the kitchen countertop
Are optimists, fossil-hunters. They hound
Down on a scent: maybe mashed banana,
Maybe honeyed fingerprints left by a hand
That would cup ants gently to protect them 
From a bike tyre, that would tally each one
To infinity as a brother. He has left a trail
Like the steps of Machu Picchu for his disciples.
They make of him a god and, like our God,
They’re chasing something they don’t know—
Most have never met him face-to-face—but
They know he’s good, know he rains ambrosia.

One afternoon, their god returned from the cold,
An ant scaled his heat pack (Amun-Ra, my sun).
And I, fallible human, heated it. Nuked it in fact—
Oppenheimer’s fool—made enough fission 
To split my living room into WWIII with 
An apparently non-radioactive microwave.
I knew I’d made an error, irreparable,
To have dropped that bomb, that broken and 
Hallowed vessel into the lap of a vengeful god
On his heat pack, unwitting murderess.
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Frankly, I worship him too; I’m as much
A devotee as the ants are. Now I wipe around
Their fragile, forceful bodies, hoping they leave
Without much trouble. I can lie to the ants.
(This home is full of sweet things.)
But I can’t lie to their god. What he loves,
I love too. You’ve never seen magic
Until you’ve seen the way he loves
A thousand tiny, unceasing silhouettes
As if each one was the most divine,
The most inimitable snowflake,
Cut from the cloth of the night,
A miracle unfolding like paper dolls,
Sacred geometry on a scale of atoms, 
Star into sun into star, my son.
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It Ain’t Over ’Til the Pink Lady Sings

Allison Fradkin
SUNY Purchase College

SYNOPSIS

Theatre is an ensemble of inflection, projection, and rejection. So when Marva – a 
performer who’s part ingénue, part dreamgirl next door – desires a duet with Winifred, 
her BFF onstage and off, she has no idea how to go about going from Pink Lady to Pink 
Lady friend. Will the entrance of Francine, a triply threatening romantic rival, prompt 
Marva to act on her feelings before the curtain closes on her chances?

CHARACTERS

MARVA

mid-late teens

femme-presenting

FRANCINE

mid-late teens

femme-presenting

WINIFRED

mid-late teens

femme-presenting

SETTING

A bare-bones 50s-style bedroom set.

TIME

Night, now.

NOTE

The tone, pacing, and delivery of dialogue is reminiscent of the zippy, zesty screwball 
comedies of the 1930s and 1940s.
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At rise, MARVA and FRANCINE are onstage, reflecting on the rehearsal they’ve 
just had for the pajama party scene in Grease.

MARVA

‘I really flipped over the gay cashmere sweater’? Did I seriously sing that?

FRANCINE

It’s about time you knew the score. But hey, I get it, Marva – you’re not only fresh out 
the closet; you’re also fresh off the book.

MARVA

Thank you. And I was perfectly content to continue, which I would have been able to do 
if you all hadn’t proceeded to bust a gut – and my chops – about my little...malaprop.

FRANCINE

Technically, we were delayed by your little serenade. Rehearsal stopped cold because 
you have the hots for the titular Freddy in ‘Freddy, My Love’. 

MARVA

Cut the gas, Francine, okay? Winifred doesn’t even go by Freddy. 

FRANCINE

But you really did a number on her, didn’t you? When I’m waiting in the wings, I have 
a clear view of the onstage goings-on. And you, Marva, were going on and on about 
Freddy, your love, crooning and swooning and mooning all over her. It was gutsy, yet 
putzy. Humiliating, yet exhilarating. All in all, a perfect way to convey the affection 
with which you are filled. You could flirt with all the guise – 

MARVA

Exactly, Francine. Unlike Rizzo, my character Marty flirts with all the guys—

FRANCINE

Not guys, Marva. Guise. Jeez, do I have to spell it out for you? Okay, yes, I do. 
G-U-I-S-E, as in ‘the guise of thespianism’. If I were you, I’d do something a little more 
outrageous, courageous, advantageous.

(Bounds onto the makeshift bed and starts singing)

Look at me, I’m Sandra Dee / Lousy with affinity / For my best friend / She is the living 
end / I cream like a Twinkie (alternate, family-friendlier lyric: Wish she’d be my steady)

MARVA

Okay, Francine, you’ve made your point: you were miscast as Sandy; you’d be boffo 
as Rizzo.

FRANCINE

Why be a Pink Lady when you can be a leading lady? Which is why you need to follow 
my lead before someone slightly less subtle swoops in and sweeps Winifred off her 
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tootsies. A girl like her is cruisin’ for a schmoozin’, what with that positively peachy 
personality, that pair of passion pit-perfect lips. She don’t need no ciggie-butt to be 
smokin’ hot. 

MARVA

Yep, she’s the ginchiest. Anyone would be kookie not to have a crush on her. Wait, are 
you...

FRANCINE

Kookie?

MARVA

A threat?

FRANCINE

Of course I’m not a threat, Marva. This is musical theatre. I’m a triple threat.

MARVA

But I thought you were...you know.

FRANCINE

Hey, just because I am a scintillating synthesis of Tinker Bell, the Fairy Godmother, 
and Glinda the Good Witch does not mean that I am straighter than a magic wand.

MARVA

You’re getting your musicals mixed up.

FRANCINE

(Sotto voce) More like I’m getting them fixed up. (Audibly) You know that lyric in your 
solo, about someday being held in Freddy’s arms? Well, I am angling for an ultra 
clutch. Now, since we’re still in rehearsals, it may not be 5 to places, but it is most 
definitely 10 to 1 that you had better act on your feelings before the curtain closes on 
your chances. As my alter ego Doris Day would say: Whatever will be will be...mine.

MARVA

(Sotto voce) You’d better alter your ego, Miss Sandra Dethroned. (Audibly) You said you 
saw me crooning and swooning and mooning all over her. Did you happen to see her 
doing any or all of the above in a…mutual manner? 

FRANCINE

Are you asking Francine your friend or Francine your romantic rival?

MARVA

That depends. Is doubling allowed?
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FRANCINE

Absolutely. As Norma Desmond declared, ‘I can play any role’.

MARVA

Wish I knew which role Winifred wants to play: Freddy, my love – or yours. Wonder 
what she’s doing now.

FRANCINE

She’s in the dressing room getting fitted for her Frenchy wig, remember? Can you 
believe that Winifred of all people is doing a rendition of a beautician? Bet she can’t 
wait to doff that coif.

MARVA

You should have seen her at slumber parties when we were kids. She would play ice 
cream parlour, pizza parlour; she would even play tattoo parlour. But she would never 
play beauty parlour. 

FRANCINE

Winifred balks at blow dryers.

MARVA

Cringes at curling irons.

FRANCINE

And hates the heck out of hairspray.

(WINIFRED enters.)

WINIFRED

Are you kidding? I am severely smitten with Hairspray! Marv and I first saw it in 
seventh grade, and the very next day I went out and bought saddle shoes just like 
Little Inez was wearing. Then I returned them because they looked too much like 
pandas and I was afraid I was committing animal cruelty. I know, I know: the wacker 
the berry... Speaking of which, my Frenchy wig really razzes my berries. Unreal, right? 
’Cause normally I don’t do ’dos. But since it’s already flipped out, there’s no point in 
me flipping out too. Plus, it’s just plain nifty. If Eartha Kitt and Little Orphan Annie 
put their heads together, they’d get mine. Hey, did you hear – we might be doing Annie 
next fall. Too bad I’m too old to play her.

FRANCINE

It’s not just the age, Winifred. It’s the aesthetics. What I mean is Little Orphan Annie 
would have to grow out of her ugly duckling stage – no, she’d have to deliver a good 
hard knock to its homely heinie – before she could have the privilege of being played 
by you.

MARVA

I played Annie once. And not just any Annie. Annie Oakley. I was a real pistol. In fact, 
my performance was...Well, you had to be there.
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WINIFRED

I was there, silly.

FRANCINE

It is pretty silly of her to think that just because she played some sexy sharpshooter in 
a show, she somehow has a shot with you, isn’t it?

WINIFRED

A shot?

MARVA

Yeah, a shot, like of Novocain, like the demented dentist refuses to give Seymour in 
Little Shop of Horrors. Now that’s a show we should do. 

FRANCINE

Yeah, and you could call the principal character, the unprincipled plant, Freddy II. If 
you’re A-OK with that sobriquet, Winifred?

WINIFRED

I don’t know why, but I’m beginning to experience more curiosity than all the cats in 
Cats combined.

FRANCINE

If memory serves me correctly, the friends-to-lovers scenario has been done before. 
Plus, you couldn’t possibly prefer a real-life ingénue slash dreamgirl next door to 
an honest-to-goodness prima donna who makes Motormouth Maybelle’s colossal 
confidence seem supremely undersized, could you?

(Winifred looks to Marva for clarification and/or help.)

MARVA

Don’t ask. 

WINIFRED

Okay. Don’t tell me more, Francine.

MARVA

If we could start anew, I wouldn’t hesitate.

FRANCINE

Oh, yes, you would. You are habitually hesitant, Marva. And BTW, FYI, that lyric you 
just quoted is from the song ‘Tears on My Pillow’, which is from the screen adaptation 
of Grease, not the stage show, making it entirely incompatible with this conversation. 
Yet another reason why the queers on your pillow remain singular, not to mention 
single.
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MARVA

You know what, Francine? This little love triangle – 

WINIFRED

I’m in a love triangle?

FRANCINE

Don’t flatter yourself. That’s my job, although it would be marvellous if Marva could 
lighten my load a little. Unfortunately, instead of being somewhere over the rainbow 
with you, she’s somewhere that’s green with envy by herself.

MARVA

Did you ever think that maybe it’s hopeless for you to be so devoted, Francine? You 
want to talk compatibility? Okay.

(indicating Winifred and herself)

We go together like Eva Perón and Patti LuPone. 

(indicating Winifred and Francine)

You go together like Lina Lamont and Lena Horne. 

FRANCINE

Ugh, finally, you’re picking up your LGBT-cues. Now, let’s see if fools will rush in 
where teen angels fear to tread.

(In slow motion, as if anticipating an interruption, Francine leans in to kiss 
Winifred. Marva hesitates, as is her habit, to interrupt them.)

Uh, Marva, could you make like good news and travel a little faster, please? 

WINIFRED

Yeah, Marva, before she plants one on me, if you could plant yourself between us like 
the vamp on a saddle shoe, that would be just ducky, thanks.

(Marva attempts the blocking she’s just been given.)

FRANCINE

Solid! Listen, I’m sorry-not-sorry to tell you this, but, Marva, I am not your romantic 
rival. I am your matchmaker, a fact I’ll bet you never knew, as evidenced by your acute 
obtuseness. 

MARVA

How was I supposed to know you were putting me on?

WINIFRED

Is this because the performing arts department is putting on Fiddler on the Roof in the 
spring and you’ve got a yen to play Yente?
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FRANCINE

I’m sure we can all agree that I am much better suited for that part than I am for the part 
of your love interest, Winifred. As it turns out, I can’t play any role, nor do I want to. 
Have neither of you noticed that I’ve been casting an eyeball at the catty, bratty Patty 
and another eyeball at the keen, unseen Eugene? Of course you haven’t. Because the 
two of you have been too busy being helplessly devoted to each other since freshman 
year – and probably prior to that.

WINIFRED

Better helpless than Marva-less…I guess.

FRANCINE

Ooh, that gives me an idea. Next semester’s Scene Study class will unofficially be 
known as Francine Study. Well, you must admit my performance was unmatched. As 
a result, that word no longer applies to you guys. Hopefully. Um, you are relieved, not 
peeved, that I deceived you, right? 

WINIFRED

Well, like Oliver!, the narrative of any good musical requires a twist. This must be ours.

MARVA

And who wants to be in a love triangle, anyway? Love triangles are so square.

FRANCINE

In other words, you’ll thank me later. I mean it. I expect an avalanche of appreciation for 
this...activation ASAP. Preferably tomorrow. It’s only a gay away. Oh, and remember, 
girls: a relationship is not a hairdryer, so don’t blow it.

(Francine makes a grand exit.)

WINIFRED

I like her. Oh, but not like that. 

MARVA

Ditto. Um...yeah, I’m not really sure what to say. I feel like I’ve gone up on my lines, 
you know? I’ve got that majorly jittery feeling I always get right before an audition. 
But I’ve also got that ever-so-slightly snooty one I always get right before the cast list 
is posted.

WINIFRED

Are you hoping for the role of...Pink Lady friend?

MARVA

Only if there’s the possibility of an extension. My heart is set on more than just a 
‘showmance’.
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WINIFRED

Oh, I can pretty much promise you an extension. Do you have any idea how many 
times I’ve stood in front of the mirror practicing my ‘I Have a Dreamgirl’ speech? I’d 
say, ‘Hey, Marv, I get a kick out of you,’ and you’d say, ‘Aw, that’s sweet, Winifred, 
and I get a sidekick out of you.’ I was so sure that after you’d come out, you’d finally 
come on – to me. But alas, you did not. You better shape up, ’cause I don’t need a man.

MARVA

I am in ship-shape, okay? Relationship-shape. Did you take any initiative?

WINIFRED

No, because I was afraid that if our relationship didn’t work out, our friendship would 
go kablooey.

MARVA

Kablooey? Phooey. Ugh, I think I accidentally aced Francine Study. Anyway, um, I 
know that being a couple won’t be a cakewalk or anything, but if I’m going to go 
singin’ in the rainbow that I prefer dolls to guys, I won’t be all wet if I do it as a duet.

WINIFRED

So instead of being all boo’d up, we’ll be all dolled up?

MARVA 

Sounds swell, Freddy, my...

WINIFRED

You can say it.

MARVA

I can call you Freddy or I can call you...my love? 

WINIFRED

That all depends on your answer to Frenchy’s all-important question: Was it love at 
first sight?

MARVA

We met in first grade, so…no. But once I started noticing girls, you were the first girl I 
noticed, so...yeah. Yeah, it was love at first sight. What about you? With me?

WINIFRED

I have almost always marvelled at you too, Marva.

MARVA

Then I guess all that’s left for us to do is to lace up our saddle shoes until we’re tying a 
knot they never can sever. 
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WINIFRED

Want me to pair said shoes with my gay cashmere sweater? I totally have one, you 
know – ROY G BIV stripes wrapped around my foam-free domes and upper arms. 
Which reminds me: next time we play tattoo parlour, I’m drawing my name on your 
bicep – and vice versa.

MARVA

Is that a prerequisite for holding me in your arms someday?

WINIFRED

Someday? What’s wrong with today?

(Marva and Winifred hug.)

Look at us, Marva. We’re closer than the pooch on a poodle skirt.

MARVA

That explains why my stomach is all twisted up like a balloon animal and why, if I 
were a milk bottle, you could knock me over with a softball.

WINIFRED

LOL, but also SOL. That carnival scene is from the screen adaptation of Grease, not the 
stage show. Plus, neither of those references is even relevant, so everything involved 
in this conversation is woefully incompatible.

MARVA

Except us.

WINIFRED

Obviously. Now that we’ve got that squared away...

MARVA

Yes?

WINIFRED

Now we make our true love vow.

(As Marva and Winifred prepare to kiss, Francine enters.)

FRANCINE

I can practically see your hearts fluttering like jazz hands.

(Marva and Winifred regard her with a blend of gratitude and attitude.)

What? Like I told Marva, when I’m waiting in the wings, I have a queer view of the 
onstage goings-on. And when it comes to the friends-to-lovers scenario, it’s clear that 
the two of you have got it going on. Carry on.

(Sings, to the tune of the song from Grease, as she exits)
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They’ll always be together...

WINIFRED

Well? Shall we act upon our matchmaker’s mandate? 

MARVA

Freddy...

WINIFRED

...steady...

MARVA and WINIFRED

...go!

(Marva and Winifred share an absurdly adorable, im-peck-ably innocent, foot-
popping first kiss.)

Curtain.
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Noris Ioannou, Vernacular Visions. A Folklife History of Australia: Art, Diversity, 
Storytelling, Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 2021; pp. 292; RRP $79.95 hardback

Montaigne was the first to define the aesthetic phenomenon of the coffee table book or, 
rather, its class-conscience predecessor, the parlour window book.  Somewhat amused 
by the philosopher’s effete classification, Laurence Sterne, the author of The Life and 
Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, would tread a more open minded line in the 
balance between populism and high-art when he quipped that he wished his book 
to ‘be no less read than the Pilgrim’s Progress itself – and, in the end, prove the very 
thing Montaigne dreaded his Essays should turn out, that is, a book for a parlour 
window.’ Norris Ioannou’s Vernacular Visions is a book full of the lush visuals of a 
standard coffee table tome, a fascinating photographic record of Australian folk art 
that fulfils every requirement of a handsome display, an easy browse to stimulate the 
visual imagination on one level.  Yet the textual content of Vernacular Visions is the 
result of what Ioannou calls ‘elaborate institutional and human highways.’ Vernacular 
Visions was written after Ioannou won a Churchill Fellowship to tour the U.S.A, where 
the academic study of folk art has been established since the 1860s.  Turning the lens 
back to Australia, where scholarship on folk art has only commenced as recently as the 
1980s, Ioannou’s first concern is to ‘dispel persistent and constricting notions around 
folk art – sometimes called ‘’Australiana’’.’ 

The art represented in the book covers an incredible spectrum, from flour sack 
aprons to the kind of kitschy glazed ceramics from every grandmother’s cabinet and 
garage sale.  To Ioannou, folk art is nuanced phenomenon to define.  On one hand, 
while the author admits all art must take influences from the community it comes 
from, folk art is a form of expression more closely tied to the world of its maker, ‘a 
creative product that flows from the experiences of everyday life.’  Though folk art’s 
relation to ‘naïve’ or ‘outsider’ art is acknowledged as a type of ‘self-taught creativity’, 
it remains apart as a kind of ‘social document’ that inherently conveys something 
about stories and standards of the cultures it arises from. 

Consider the images throughout Vernacular Visions – a mother-of-pearl shell 
and button-on velvet board rendering of the Australian coat of arms made by a 
professional pearl diver in 1916; a mixed media diorama of football supporters talking 
as they use a common urinal after a Richmond game from 1985; a proclamation in five- 
panel cartoon form issued by Governor Arthur in the late 1820s, meant to threaten 
the violent consequences of the new colonial law to the First Nation audience that 
law was being imposed on.  The historical context of these individual pieces as they 
relate to their society provides an ‘aesthetic locus’ in anthropological terms, or ‘a 
characteristic aesthetic standard specific to each society’ which can be identified in 
‘cultural productions as far-ranging as garden design, architecture, and decorative 
arts.’

Ioannou’s thesis centres on the stories of folk art’s producers as much as it 
deals with theories of anthropology and art-critique.  The now-ubiquitous tradition 
of bush-wood furniture is traced to an enigmatic 19th century bushman, Jimmy 
Possum, whose style of rough cottage chair is exemplified in the Deloraine district of 
Tasmania as the ‘Jimmy Possum chair’. The original furniture was crafted from locally 
available materials with minimal tools, but continued in culture and informed new 
creativity, such as the blue-gum walking sticks of Vic Ridgeway. Ridgeway collected 
fallen branches from remnant trees on his family farm and the woodland around 
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Bordertown, South Australia, and seasoned them using European methods to produce 
distinctly polished pieces with the colours and, sometimes, natural shapes of local 
woods. 

The cultural renaissance of Aboriginal art provides one of the best illustrations 
in Vernacular Visions of the ways in which folk art cannot be confined within a low-
culture estimation often evoked with the term ‘Australiana’.  Gradually, and with 
significant resistance at times, the post-colonial works of Australia’s First Nation 
artists, containing motifs of authentic community aesthetics and tradition – yet 
imbued with the creativity of the individual producer – became accepted as one of 
the nation’s highest expressions of visual art and was launched in the global fine art 
collectors’ market. The post-colonial character of First Nation art is identifiable in both 
the introduced media, such as canvas and acrylic paint, and the Eurocentric art critics’ 
comparison to ‘abstract’ and ‘primitivist’ forms of visual expression.  Ioannou argues 
that First Nation art is often a religious expression in traditional terms, but that ‘much 
of the revival of contemporary Aboriginal art is arguably due to critical political and 
social pressures caused by colonisation, and with more recent and ongoing issues, 
including the stolen children generations, Aboriginal deaths in custody, and land 
rights.’ A character is drawn out of First Nation sculpture and painting that is, at once, 
in the vernacular of its own cultural traditions and a powerful use of artistic voice as 
an innovative method of protest and testimony. 

Vernacular Visions is a coffee table book in aesthetic form and weight 
(literally – it’s about a kilo); and it is also a strong and convincing recommendation 
for the growth of scholarship on Australian folk art. Ioannou’s visual presentation is 
a mirror of the many worlds present in contemporary Australia, their common and 
particular creativities. In Vernacular Visions, we see ephemeral moments in culture 
trapped in the record of cultural artefacts, complimented by the creative quirks of each 
particular artist – their often obscure and marginal voices are elevated by the power of 
their works and their stories.  

Alan Fyfe
The University of Western Australia
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Parisa Shams, Judith Butler and Subjectivity: The Possibilities and Limits of the 
Human, Palgrave Pivot, London, 2020; pp. 92; RRP $90.21

There is something to be said about a contemporary critique that can contribute a 
fresh and complex perspective to the enduring legacy of Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble. 
During the thirty odd years since Butler proposed their theory of performative 
subjectivity, later developing it to consider an ethics of alterity, countless responses 
engaging with their conceptualisations have emerged. Navigating the contentious 
terrain of Butler’s philosophies, and the debates they have spawned within feminist 
philosophical scholarship alone, is no simple feat.

Readers will find a welcome addition to Butlerian philosophy in Parisa Shams’ 
Judith Butler and Subjectivity: The Possibilities and Limits of the Human. Writing with 
impressive intellectual fervour and an unwavering dedication to elaborate upon 
Butler’s formulation of subjectivity as an ethical and performative process, this study 
provides insight into how feminist philosophy can be brought into dialogue with 
dramatic texts. Shams uses Howard Barker’s plays The Castle and The Fence is in Its 
Thousandth Year as examples to apply Butler’s understanding of subjectivity, examining 
how the forces that affect identity and agency can also be a site for transgression. 

The study is composed of five tidy chapters. That it is based on Shams’ Ph. D. 
thesis, completed at The University of Western Australia, is reflected in the first three 
chapters and their meticulous and sustained engagement with Butler’s work. Chapter 
One acts as the study’s introduction, setting up Shams’ dual interests by asking: 

How did the 1980s intellectual debates on identity and representation find 
their way into theatre studies, and how did Butler’s work on subjectivity 
contribute to the development of a conceptual framework for the study 
of subjectivity in theatre and performance? (5)

Shams uses these questions to guide her research and situate the significance of 
feminist theory and Butler’s performative view of subjectivity within theatre studies. 
The historical account Shams provides engages with feminist debates of the 1980s 
and 1990s, exploring how Butler’s critique of subjectivity came to the fore. Shams 
finds that Butler’s thinking about gender and identity gained traction within theatre 
studies because it prompted performance critics to question how theatrical practices 
represented gender and bodies as social constructs and sites of contestation. Chapter 
Two develops in greater detail Butler’s theory of performative subjectivity arguing 
that gender and identity are constructed through a citational process of ‘acts’, brought 
about by the norms that condition its articulation (3). After mapping the contours of 
this proposition, Shams surveys the major criticisms of Gender Trouble. Of relevance to 
Shams’ discussion here is Butler’s inability to ‘address the relation between norms and 
acts as well as between constitution and agency’ (16). This critical overview is crucial in 
laying the groundwork for the next chapter and its consideration of how Butler’s ‘turn 
to ethics’ signals an extended engagement with norms and their effect in shaping the 
subject (39). In Chapter Three, Shams accounts for how Butler conceives subjectivity as 
ethical, largely through the subject’s inevitable entanglement with others. Through this 
‘ek-static and relational’ entanglement, the subject comes into being (40). In thinking 
through the intricacies of the ethical aspects to Butler’s theorisation, Shams effectively 
sets up the parameters of the study’s engagement with subjectivity. The result is sure to 
be appreciated by readers who may have no prior knowledge of Butler’s work and yet 
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elect to come to each of the first three chapters individually or appraise them together.

Shams utilises a feminist ethical perspective to guide the analysis of Barker’s 
plays The Castle and The Fence in Chapter Four. The examination of The Castle focuses 
on Ann and how her sexual transgressions lead to her death which Shams reads as 
‘an act of corporeal resistance. It is a triumph of the will that drives the destruction 
of the castle’ (62). The study then shifts its focus to The Fence where Shams forwards 
that Algeria’s sexual ‘engagement with the thieves is an indication of how ecstatic 
relationality and vulnerability are concomitant to her social existence and constitute 
her responsibility for the other’ (67-68). In this chapter, the characters’ sexual and 
bodily interactions are vital in instigating a revisioning of their constitutive forces (66). 
Shams concludes the discussion in Chapter Five by reflecting on how the characters 
are affected by regulative discourses and through their ecstatic relation to others. Their 
desires however inspire them to challenge and transgress the external and structural 
limitations acting upon their existence. 

At first glance, this is a slim study. However, I would caution readers against 
mistaking the size of the volume for an assessment of Shams’ ability to trace Butler’s 
theoretical trajectory. It is most impressive that Shams can wade through the polemics 
of Butler’s oeuvre whilst balancing this discussion with relevant feminist theatre 
scholarship. For instance, the reference to Jill Dolan’s study in Chapter One and their 
call to question the representational capacity inherent in staged performances is acutely 
taken up in Shams’ treatment of The Fence which focuses on ‘the subtexts of subjectivity 
and transgression through stage directions and voices of characters, working with 
dialogues that create character, narrative and conflict’ (70). In this approach, Shams 
threads the critical perspective offered earlier in the study throughout and constructs a 
unified analysis. With this methodology, Shams delineates a way for scholars interested 
in feminist philosophy, theatre, or literary studies to situate their own thinking about 
theories of subjectivity and apply them to literary or dramatic texts. 

There appears to be very little in the way of academic shortcomings that 
prevents Judith Butler and Subjectivity from attaining its overarching thesis. In the study’s 
examination of The Fence, Shams locates the play within other scholarly criticism on 
it to account for how sexuality has been discussed. Shams’ subsequent analysis of the 
text builds on these insights, enhancing its reading. On a minor note, contextualising 
The Castle in the same manner would have strengthened the feminist perspective that 
is utilised. 

Judith Butler and Subjectivity successfully contemplates the conditions that 
influence the subject’s emergence. The study presents a thoughtful approach to 
Butler’s work and exhibits a thorough understanding of how desire and transgression 
work to challenge the restrictions placed upon the human subject. If readers were to 
take anything away from this book, let it be the fixed commitment Judith Butler and 
Subjectivity exemplifies in testing the social and moral limitations posed to furthering 
intellectual inquiry.

Sharen Bart
The University of Western Australia
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